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AhItrad.-A GMMJCC conformational search routine 8iv~ a family of conformatiom that reflects the BoItzmann-
averaged heterocyclic ring conformation as evidenced by accurate prediction of all three coupling constaDts

observed for tetra-O-InedIyl-( + )-catechin.

Interest in the conformations ofproanthocyanidins (condensed tannins) bas arown with the increasin& realizatioo

that definition of the conformational flexibility of polyphenols is essential to understanding their biological significance

as well as their traditional uses such as leather manufacture.l,2 Early work on the conformational properti~ of

poly(flavans) focused on rotation about the interftavanoid bond3.4.5 where energy barriers6.7 are often so hip that distinct

rotamers are observed in IH and 13C NMR spectra. Where distinct rotamers were 1M)( observed on an NMR time-sale,

their rotational dynamics were studied by BergmannS and Cho' tbrougtt analysis of time-resolved fluorescence spectra.

Hecerocyclic ring flexing betWeen the A- (axial B-rina) Ind E- (equatorial B-rina) conformations was fint

observed by an A-confomlation in the crystal structure of penta-oO-acetyl-( + )-catechinlO whereas 3JHH coopling in the

heterocyclic rio, suggested neither an E- nor an A-conformation on an NMR time-scale. Porterll further examined

flexin& of the pyran rin, through comparisons of the couplinl constants observed for heterocyclic ring protons of a broad

spectrum of flavan derivativ~. The proportions of A- and E- conformations of these colDlK>llnds have been ~timated

by a numeric averagin, of the 3JHH predicted from various proportions ofdte Optimized A- and ~rmers.12

A recent studyl3 centered on an evaluation of A-IE- flip of tetra-Q-methyl-( +)-catechin starting with dle crystal

structure Ind using Tripos (Sybyl 4.1) molecular dynamics calculations. The J2.3 couplitg constant was estimated by

averaging valu~ predicted for the optimized A- and E- conformers weighted in the reJmve populations of dle two

conformers. The discrepancy between the molecular dynamics predicted J2.3 = 7.3 Hz va dle observed valu~ of 8.1

Hz prompted us to explore a conformational search approach to calculate a family of conformers dlat, when averaaed

usinl dle Boltzmann distributions, milht more closely predict dle time-averaged conformation observed in solution by

NMR.
The GMMX 1.0 programl4 was used to search confomlational space. This global searcbiftl PWlrlm makes use

of the MMX force field of PC-Model IS and a number of ideas put forth by Saunders do aI.16 The medIod selected was

a combination of the grid and Monte Carlo coordinate searches. The MMX file was set up using PC-Model 486 treating

the aromatic carbons as type-4O atoms. No pi calculations were done on the aromatic oxygen atoms. The hydrogen 0000
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function and dielectric coDSbDt dependence were also inv~tigated. The electrostatic part of the ~ field was examined

usina dipole/dipole interactions. Search~ were allowed to run until die normal cut-off criteria wa-e read1ed .. a rate of

better dlan one structure per minute.

Search bond variabl~ were ~lished according to the numbering of the tetra..o.~yI-( + )-ca«hin lIM>lecule

shown in Figure 1 in both the Equatorial and Axial conformers. The bonds selected as part of the Irid IearclI wa-e: the

pyran riDI bonds C(4)-c(3), C(3)-c(2) and C(2)-O(1), each with 12 degrees of freedom; the C(3)-0(2) with 3 degrees

of freedom; C(2)-c(11) with 6 deer- of freedom; and 4 med1oxy bolKis, C(S}0(3), C(7)-O(4), C(13)-O(S) and C(14)-

0(6) bonds dlat wa-e restrained to 2 degrees of freedom representing the f1' and 1800 orientations. Pyran ring clOIure

IDgia were left at the default valu~. Searcha were started using both axial and equatorial confunnations and allowed

to run to the programmed completion. The daeoreticai number of conformers for compounds with dais many degrees of

freedom is approximately 1.8 x 105.
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FilUm 1. Equatorial-axial conformers with limiting 123 coupling constants and atom numberina for tetra-O-meIhyl-( +)-

catechin.
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GMMX first searches the conformational space without carbon hydroaens Ittacbed. For this pbUC of the search

typically 5(XX) to 9(XX) confonners were found. After the energies were ordered and the 3.5 tcal/DM>1 cut~ft' criteria

applied, 900-1400 structures were selected to be re-minimized two times with their carbon hydrogeo atoms first deleted

and then added, shaking out the confonners that were identical in energy and structure as well as some that were in 000-

minimum energy states. After this was completed, the file was further re-minimized without shaking the hydrogens until

either no DM>re conformers were deleted or the couplina constants did not chanae. In these last analyses, the Boltzmann

populations were determined for the ensemble coverina an eneray span of 3.0 tcaJ/DM>I, and selected torsion angles,

couplm, constants, and interatomic distances were examined. The vicinal proton couplinl QOnstants were Boltzmann-

averaged over all of the conformations remaining in ensemble according to Equation I.

< J > = .E p. J. [1]J =1 I .

Here Ji is computed within the program by the Haasnoot/AJtona equationJ7 which has been used previously on dlis

compound.J3 The probability, Pi, of a conformer existing is evaluated from Equation 2 where exP(-Ei/RT) is the

Boltzmann factor with the sum evaluated It 300 ~ referenced to EJ - O.

Pi = Exp(-E, 1R1) 11:1 Exp (-E,IR7) (2)
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Tlble I .,... die vari8ioo of die leardIa wid! d~.-artiDI condjtk)lll. What isltrikiDl is bow well die

proton coupiiDI OOMlantl Ire reproduced. Although starting with differeot initial ItnIcbIra ,iva sligbdy dift'el'ellt

~" die ov.-IU avenae p~. agree very well widI die ~ results. N«e ~ die IdS with- die 08

hydl'OJen OOOOIna Ippear to live die best faults. The J2,3 valua IIfe8 Dlcb b«ter widl the experimelltal value than

dial. calcul~ (J2,3- 7.3 Hz) widl DX)lecular dynamics. It IbcMIld be palmed out h«e dI. earli.I3 ~liDI constam

cala1I~ have aIumed . DX)lecular distribution In just two av-..e 1taI8. One..-e"Preae.-l an &verIIe A- and

die ad!.- ~ an av...,e E-oonformer.

Tmle GMMX -= ~ ..o ~~iD.
~SeIrCh

~
EQ., ,-1-' EQ., ,-4.0 EQ., ,-1.5 EQ., ,-4.0 AX. ,-1-' AX. ,-1-'
HBOND ON HIOND ON HBOND OFF HBOND OFF HBOND ON HBOND OFF a-ved

Toul mJfIJb«8 8S4O 49S7 9OS1 7935 3S69 5111

Unique m 943 1424 1371 846 m

FiDII ..eamI~ 376 347 425 428 369 395

~. tcIl/aM)J 32.10 32.45 31.91 32.34 31.95 32.39

J2.3 1.15 1.16 7.68 7.68 1.16 7.17 1.1

J3.4, 5.25 5.20 5.06 5.05 5.24 5.12 5..5

J3 4 ui8I 9.84 9.11 9.33 9.33 9.16 9.53 9.0-.~.-
wrbe toCII -- of coafGi-luA"i bIIxt duriJIIlbe 1eIrdi.
"The DUDIba' ofuDique coarormen kept widIOut carlKID bydroga8 cached within. 3.5 tcaI/D>I wi1DJw.
~e final ensemble of conformers wid! carbon hydroaen attached wldtin a 3.0 kcai/1OO1 wilMlow.

Figure 2 IiIows the ~nformational distn"butioD of the C(2)-C(3) tonional aDIi- ~nected within a 3.0 kcai/JlK)l

wiIIdow of eDerIY aDd Fipre 3 shows the ~nformational torsion aDIle distribution for the C(2)-C(ll) bolMl for the B-

ring. It is iIItereItiDI to oompare Fiaure 2 wid! nM:Ilecular dyDamiCI r8U1ts uaina the Sybyi force field rec81y published
by Mattice. 13 The data reponed here repr_ent more narrow distribu&ns of 8nl1~ for C(2)-C(3) centered 1nMJJM117SO

aDd 2930 than wu observed usin, nM:Ilecular dynamics. The DarrOW repreaentatioD of the plot ariaea pattly from the

"tight" torsional constants and the ener,y cut-offuse; however. the avera,e center of 293° fouDd in this study is

substantially different from the 3000 foulMl in the earlier atudyl3. Fiaure 3 shows the C(2)-C(II) tMmd toraioD distributed

over a wkle raIIJe.
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fiJUre 2. GMMX predicted populations (.)
of CC2)-c(3) tonionalanala.

~
FiJUre 3. GMMX predicted populltions (~)

of C(2).c(II) torsklaallDlia.
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In conclusion, this study describes a method for generating a reasonable representation of the NMR solution

proton coupling constants for flavans, aIM1 suggests that it is better to determine the axial/equatorial physical properties

by matiDI use of a Boltzmann sum over the tota1 conformational ensemble rather than assumiDI a distribution of time

spent between axial aIM1 equatorial conformer idealized stales.
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